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WEEK 36: Sunday, 28 August - Saturday, 3 September - ALL MARKETS

Date
Start 

Time
Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification

Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

Audio 

Description

2022-08-28 0545 Romance Big Fish

When Edward Bloom (Albert Finney) becomes ill, his son, William (Billy Crudup), travels 

to be with him. William has a strained relationship with Edward because his father has 

always told exaggerated stories about his life, and William thinks he's never really told 

the truth. Even on his deathbed, Edward recounts fantastical anecdotes. When William 

starts to investigate his father's tales, he begins to understand the man and his penchant 

for storytelling.

USA English-100 2003 RPT PG a v Y Y

2022-08-28 0800 Drama The Emperor's Club

William Hundert (Kevin Kline) is a passionate and principled Classics professor who finds 

his tightly-controlled world shaken and inexorably altered when a new student, 

Sedgewick Bell (Emile Hirsch), walks into his classroom. What begins as a fierce battle of 

wills gives way to a close student-teacher relationship, but results in a life lesson for 

Hundert that will still haunt him a quarter of a century later.

USA English-100 2002 RPT PG l n s Y Y

2022-08-28 1000 Drama Lean On Pete

Fifteen-year-old Charley Thompson (Charlie Plummer) arrives in Portland, Oregon with 

his single father Ray (Travis Fimmel), both eager for a fresh start after a series of hard 

knocks. While Ray descends into personal turmoil, Charley finds acceptance and 

camaraderie at a local racetrack where he lands a job caring for an aging quarter horse 

named, Lean On Pete. When Charley discovers that Pete is bound for slaughter, he take 

extreme measures to spare his new friend's life.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 RPT M a l v Y Y

2022-08-28 1215 Drama Styx

A busy doctor plans to spend her annual vacation fulfilling her long-held dream of sailing 

from Gibraltar to the small island of Ascension in the Atlantic. But everything changes 

when she sees a damaged and overloaded boat full of refugees nearby. While she tries to 

help, she slowly begins to fear that it will be impossible to do so. Stars Susanne Wolff.

GERMANY German-100 2018 RPT M a Y

2022-08-28 1405 Drama Boychoir

A troubled but talented eleven-year-old boy at a prestigious East Coast music school 

clashes with the school's demanding choir master (Dustin Hoffman), in this inspiring 

drama co-starring Kathy Bates, Josh Lucas, Debra Winger, and Glee's Kevin McHale. From 

acclaimed Canadian director Francois Girard (The Red Violin) comes a drama that the 

entire family can enjoy.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG a v 

2022-08-28 1600 History Kundun

In 1937, a two year old boy from a simple family is recognised as Kundun, the fourteenth 

reincarnation of the Dalai Lama, the spiritual and political leader of Tibet educated by the 

monks. Nominated for four Academy Awards in 1998. Directed by Martin Scorsese and 

stars Tenzin Thuthob Tsarong.

USA

English-98; 

Mandarin-1; 

Tibetan-1

1997 RPT PG a v Y

2022-08-28 1825 Drama The Bookshop

England 1959. In a sleepy seaside town, young widow Florence Green arrives determined 

to overcome her grief and open a small bookshop. The town has never had a bookshop 

and most of the villagers don't like books anyway, except for the reclusive Mr Brundish, 

who reads everything he can. Stars Emily Mortimer, Bill Nighy and James Lance.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l Y

2022-08-28 2030 Biography Mr Jones
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Set in 1933, and based on real events. This dramatic thriller follows Gareth Jones (James 

Norton), an ambitious young Welsh journalist, as he travels deep into the Soviet Union. 

Jones wants to learn how Stalin is financing the rapid modernisation of the Soviet Union - 

and discovers evidence of a devastating government-induced famine in Ukraine. Directed 

by Agnieszka Holland and also stars Vanessa Kirby and Peter Sarsgaard.

UNITED KINGDOM
English-50; 

Ukrainian-50
2019 MA a d Y Y

2022-08-28 2240 Drama Scarface

Oscar winner Al Pacino gives an unforgettable performance as Tony Montana, one of the 

most ruthless gangsters ever depicted on film. Scarface follows the violent career of a 

small-time hoodlum who fights his way to the top of Miami's cocaine trade during the 

1980s. But, as his power grows, so does his list of enemies. Directed by Brian Da Palma, 

and also stars Michelle Pfeiffer and Robert Loggia.

USA English-100 1983 RPT MA d l v Y Y Y

2022-08-28 2545 Drama Honey Boy

When 12-year-old Otis Lort begins to find success as a television star, his abusive, 

alcoholic father returns and takes over as his guardian, and their contentious relationship 

is followed over a decade. From a screenplay by Shia LaBeouf, and based on his own 

childhood experiences. Directed bu Alma Har'el and stars Shia LaBeouf, Lucas Hedges and 

Noah Jupe.

USA English-100 2019 RPT MA l Y

2022-08-28 2735 History Kundun

In 1937, a two year old boy from a simple family is recognised as Kundun, the fourteenth 

reincarnation of the Dalai Lama, the spiritual and political leader of Tibet educated by the 

monks. Nominated for four Academy Awards in 1998. Directed by Martin Scorsese and 

stars Tenzin Thuthob Tsarong.

USA

English-98; 

Mandarin-1; 

Tibetan-1

1997 RPT PG a v Y

2022-08-29 0600 Drama The Bookshop

England 1959. In a sleepy seaside town, young widow Florence Green arrives determined 

to overcome her grief and open a small bookshop. The town has never had a bookshop 

and most of the villagers don't like books anyway, except for the reclusive Mr Brundish, 

who reads everything he can. Stars Emily Mortimer, Bill Nighy and James Lance.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l Y



2022-08-29 0805 Drama My Brilliant Career

Sybylla Melbyn (Judy Davis) is the eldest daughter of an impoverished New South Wales 

farming family in the late 19th century. Bold and determined, Sybylla dreams of 

succeeding as an acclaimed writer. But in a time of sexist ignorance and bigotry, Sybylla 

has frequent clashes with procrustean conformists. Directed by Gillian Armstrong, and 

also stars Sam Neill and Wendy Hughes.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1979 RPT G Y

2022-08-29 1000 Drama Elementary

Devoted primary school teacher Florence (Sara Forestier) is a single mother who pours 

her heart and soul into her students each and every day. When she encounters the 

disruptive student Sacha and finds he has been abandoned by his mother, Florence 

devotes herself to helping him. But Sacha's plight, combined with her impending work 

assessment, puts an unbelievable strain on Florence, pushing her to a breaking point.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT M l Y

2022-08-29 1200 Action Adventure White Tiger

Set at the fierce height of the conflict in WWII, amidst the brutal winter of the Eastern 

Front, a war-ravaged hero sets out on a perilous mission to confront the legendary White 

Tiger. After barely surviving a battle with the ghostly-white Tiger tank that has devastated 

the artillery corps under his command, Red Army Sergeant Ivan Naydenov becomes 

obsessed with the war-machine's destruction. Stars Aleksey Vertkov and Vitaliy 

Kishchenko.

RUSSIA Russian-100 2013 RPT M a v Y

2022-08-29 1400 Romance Big Fish

When Edward Bloom (Albert Finney) becomes ill, his son, William (Billy Crudup), travels 

to be with him. William has a strained relationship with Edward because his father has 

always told exaggerated stories about his life, and William thinks he's never really told 

the truth. Even on his deathbed, Edward recounts fantastical anecdotes. When William 

starts to investigate his father's tales, he begins to understand the man and his penchant 

for storytelling.

USA English-100 2003 RPT PG a v Y Y

2022-08-29 1615 Drama The Emperor's Club

William Hundert (Kevin Kline) is a passionate and principled Classics professor who finds 

his tightly-controlled world shaken and inexorably altered when a new student, 

Sedgewick Bell (Emile Hirsch), walks into his classroom. What begins as a fierce battle of 

wills gives way to a close student-teacher relationship, but results in a life lesson for 

Hundert that will still haunt him a quarter of a century later.

USA English-100 2002 RPT PG l n s Y Y

2022-08-29 1815 Drama Little Men

Thirteen-year-old Jake is a quiet, sensitive middle schooler with dreams of being an artist. 

He meets the affably brash Tony at his grandfather's funeral, and the unlikely pair soon 

hit it off. The budding friendship is put at risk, however, when a rent dispute between 

Jake's father, Brian, and Tony's mother, Leonor, threatens to become contentious. Stars 

Greg Kinnear, Jennifer Ehle and Theo Taplitz.

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG a v Y

2022-08-29 1950 Action Adventure Mulan Legend
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

During the reign of the Northern Wei Dynasty, Hua Mulan assembles a group of convicts 

and thieves and enlists them to help save a Wei princess being held captive by an enemy 

general. Directed by He Jia Nan and stars Zhang Dong, Gu Shag Wei and Du Yu Ming.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2020

2022-08-29 2130 Thriller Cliff Walkers Neo-Noirs

Set in the puppet state of Manchukuo in the 1930s. Four Communist Party special agents, 

after returning to China from the Soviet Union, embark on a secret mission together. 

After being sold out by a traitor, the team find themselves surrounded by threats on all 

sides from the moment they land. Directed by Zhang Yimou and stars Zhang Yi, Yu Hewei 

and Qin Hailu.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2021 MA a v Y

2022-08-29 2345 Drama Macbeth

Macbeth, the Thane of Glamis, receives a prophecy from a trio of witches that one day 

he will become King of Scotland. Consumed by ambition and spurred to action by his 

wife, Macbeth murders his king and takes the throne for himself. Directed by Justin 

Kurzel and stars Michael Fassbender and Marion Cotillard. Nominated for the Palme d'Or 

at Cannes in 2015. 

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT MA a s v Y Y

2022-08-29 2550 Drama If Beale Street Could Talk

In the early 1970s, a Harlem woman scrambles to prove her fiancé's innocence while 

carrying their first child in this drama from Oscar-winning Moonlight director Barry 

Jenkins. The lives of teenage sweethearts, Fonny and Tish, are ripped apart when Fonny is 

wrongly arrested for rape by the police. While seeking justice for Fonny, a pregnant Tish 

relies on her Harlem community for support. Stars KiKi Layne, Stephan James and Regina 

King.

USA English-100 2018 RPT MA l Y

2022-08-29 2800 Drama Styx

A busy doctor plans to spend her annual vacation fulfilling her long-held dream of sailing 

from Gibraltar to the small island of Ascension in the Atlantic. But everything changes 

when she sees a damaged and overloaded boat full of refugees nearby. While she tries to 

help, she slowly begins to fear that it will be impossible to do so. Stars Susanne Wolff.

GERMANY German-100 2018 RPT M a Y

2022-08-30 0550 Drama The Emperor's Club

William Hundert (Kevin Kline) is a passionate and principled Classics professor who finds 

his tightly-controlled world shaken and inexorably altered when a new student, 

Sedgewick Bell (Emile Hirsch), walks into his classroom. What begins as a fierce battle of 

wills gives way to a close student-teacher relationship, but results in a life lesson for 

Hundert that will still haunt him a quarter of a century later.

USA English-100 2002 RPT PG l n s Y Y

2022-08-30 0750 Drama Little Men

Thirteen-year-old Jake is a quiet, sensitive middle schooler with dreams of being an artist. 

He meets the affably brash Tony at his grandfather's funeral, and the unlikely pair soon 

hit it off. The budding friendship is put at risk, however, when a rent dispute between 

Jake's father, Brian, and Tony's mother, Leonor, threatens to become contentious. Stars 

Greg Kinnear, Jennifer Ehle and Theo Taplitz.

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG a v Y



2022-08-30 0925 Drama Our Little Sister

Three sisters, Sachi, Yoshino and Chika, live together in a large house in the seaside city 

of Kamakura. When their long estranged father dies, they travel to the countryside for his 

funeral and meet their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the 

orphaned Suzu, they invite her to live with them to begin a new life.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2018 RPT PG Y

2022-08-30 1145 Biography Gainsbourg

Eric Elmosnino delivers a memorable performance as French musician Serge Gainsbourg 

in this inspiring biopic by debut director Joann Sfar. The film follows Gainsbourg through 

the Second World War, as he develops into a rising young star and unlikely womaniser 

who charms Brigitte Bardot and weds Jane Birkin. Winner of three Cesar Awards in 2011, 

including Best Actor and Best First Film.

FRANCE

Russian-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

French-33.33

2010 RPT M a l n s Y

2022-08-30 1400 Drama The Bookshop

England 1959. In a sleepy seaside town, young widow Florence Green arrives determined 

to overcome her grief and open a small bookshop. The town has never had a bookshop 

and most of the villagers don't like books anyway, except for the reclusive Mr Brundish, 

who reads everything he can. Stars Emily Mortimer, Bill Nighy and James Lance.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l Y

2022-08-30 1605 Drama My Brilliant Career

Sybylla Melbyn (Judy Davis) is the eldest daughter of an impoverished New South Wales 

farming family in the late 19th century. Bold and determined, Sybylla dreams of 

succeeding as an acclaimed writer. But in a time of sexist ignorance and bigotry, Sybylla 

has frequent clashes with procrustean conformists. Directed by Gillian Armstrong, and 

also stars Sam Neill and Wendy Hughes.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1979 RPT G Y

2022-08-30 1800 Animation Monkey King: The Hero

The all-powerful Monkey King once roamed freely between Heaven and Earth, but after 

angering the Gods, he was imprisoned in an ice cage deep within the mountains. 500 

years later, the Monkey King is released from his curse by a young monk and now must 

save the monk's village from an evil band of mountain trolls.

CHINA English-100 2016 RPT PG v 

2022-08-30 1935 Drama Sollers Point
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Newly released from prison, 24-year-old Keith is serving a period of house arrest at the 

Baltimore home of his father. As Keith struggles to pick up pieces from his old life, 

threats to his stability - ghosts from his past; gang members who want to claim him; and 

his own inner demons - are proving hard to avoid. Directed by Matthew Porterfield and 

stars McCauL Lombardi, Jim Belushi and Tom Guiry.

FRANCE English-100 2017 M a d l s v 

2022-08-30 2130 Science Fiction Dark City Neo-Noirs

John Murdoch awakens in a hotel room with no memory of the past and learns that he is 

wanted for a series of murders. While seeking answers, he discovers a group of aliens 

called the Strangers who are controlling the city. Directed by Alex Proyas and stars Rufus 

Sewell, Kiefer Sutherland and Jennifer Connelly.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1998 M a v Y

2022-08-30 2325 Drama The Late Night Ride

A young unemployed man, who works for the mafia to pay off a large family debt, falls in 

love with a mysterious motorcycle taxi rider. However, their chance meeting and 

romance may not be the product of a coincidence. Directed by Nguyen Nguyen Hoang 

and stars Hoang Yen Chibi and Doan Quoc Dam.

VIETNAM Vietnamese-100 2020 RPT MA a v Y

2022-08-30 2500 Action Adventure Mulan Legend

During the reign of the Northern Wei Dynasty, Hua Mulan assembles a group of convicts 

and thieves and enlists them to help save a Wei princess being held captive by an enemy 

general. Directed by He Jia Nan and stars Zhang Dong, Gu Shag Wei and Du Yu Ming.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2020 RPT

2022-08-30 2640 Thriller Cliff Walkers

Set in the puppet state of Manchukuo in the 1930s. Four Communist Party special agents, 

after returning to China from the Soviet Union, embark on a secret mission together. 

After being sold out by a traitor, the team find themselves surrounded by threats on all 

sides from the moment they land. Directed by Zhang Yimou and stars Zhang Yi, Yu Hewei 

and Qin Hailu.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2021 RPT MA a v Y

2022-08-30 2855 Drama My Brilliant Career

Sybylla Melbyn (Judy Davis) is the eldest daughter of an impoverished New South Wales 

farming family in the late 19th century. Bold and determined, Sybylla dreams of 

succeeding as an acclaimed writer. But in a time of sexist ignorance and bigotry, Sybylla 

has frequent clashes with procrustean conformists. Directed by Gillian Armstrong, and 

also stars Sam Neill and Wendy Hughes.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1979 RPT G Y

2022-08-31 0650 Animation Monkey King: The Hero

The all-powerful Monkey King once roamed freely between Heaven and Earth, but after 

angering the Gods, he was imprisoned in an ice cage deep within the mountains. 500 

years later, the Monkey King is released from his curse by a young monk and now must 

save the monk's village from an evil band of mountain trolls.

CHINA English-100 2016 RPT PG v 

2022-08-31 0825 Animation Watership Down

The timeless animated classic based on the best-selling novel by Richard Adams. Nestled 

among the peaceful meadows of country England lives an idyllic community of rabbits. 

But their lives are changed forever when they learn that their warren will be destroyed. A 

small group, led by Hazel and Fiver, escapes into the unknown countryside in search of a 

new home.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1978 RPT PG Y

2022-08-31 1005 Action Adventure
Monk Comes Down The 

Mountain

A Taoist monk leaves his impoverished monastery and ventures out into the real world 

for the first time in his life. He ends up in an adventure with a kung-fu master who is 

guarding a special artifact. Directed by Kaige Chen and stars Baoqiang, Xuejian and Wei 

Fan.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2015 RPT M a s v Y

2022-08-31 1210 Action Adventure Mulan Legend

During the reign of the Northern Wei Dynasty, Hua Mulan assembles a group of convicts 

and thieves and enlists them to help save a Wei princess being held captive by an enemy 

general. Directed by He Jia Nan and stars Zhang Dong, Gu Shag Wei and Du Yu Ming.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2020 RPT



2022-08-31 1350 Drama Little Men

Thirteen-year-old Jake is a quiet, sensitive middle schooler with dreams of being an artist. 

He meets the affably brash Tony at his grandfather's funeral, and the unlikely pair soon 

hit it off. The budding friendship is put at risk, however, when a rent dispute between 

Jake's father, Brian, and Tony's mother, Leonor, threatens to become contentious. Stars 

Greg Kinnear, Jennifer Ehle and Theo Taplitz.

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG a v Y

2022-08-31 1525 Drama Our Little Sister

Three sisters, Sachi, Yoshino and Chika, live together in a large house in the seaside city 

of Kamakura. When their long estranged father dies, they travel to the countryside for his 

funeral and meet their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the 

orphaned Suzu, they invite her to live with them to begin a new life.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2018 RPT PG Y

2022-08-31 1745 Romance Dancing At Lughnasa

Kate Mundy (Meryl Streep) is the eldest of five sisters living together in a small house in 

Ireland in 1936. The only one with a steady job, Kate oversees the various conflicting 

personalities. Though none of the women is married, Christina (Catherine McCormack) 

has a young son named Michael. The household works well in its fashion, but after the 

sisters' senile brother, Jack (Michael Gambon), shows up, and then Michael's father, 

Gerry (Rhys Ifans), things are unlikely to stay the same.

IRELAND English-100 1998 RPT PG a Y Y

2022-08-31 1930 Biography Diana
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Celebrated and adored by millions, she was the Queen of people's hearts, yet the 

bittersweet story of the last man to truly capture her heart has never been told. Princess 

Diana (Naomi Watts), at one time the most famous woman in the world, inspired a 

nation with her generosity, compassion and kindness - and in her final years she would 

meet the man, Dr Hasnat Kahn (Naveen Andrews), who in turn inspired her.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 M l Y

2022-08-31 2135 Mystery / Crime Under Suspicion Neo-Noirs

Brighton, England, 1959. Disgraced ex-policeman turned private detective Tony Aaron 

falsifies adulteries for use as evidence in divorce cases. But when a supposedly routine 

case goes wrong and leads to the murder of a client and Aaron's own wife, he is under 

suspicion of murder. Directed by Simon Moore and stars Liam Neeson, Laura San 

Giacomo and Maggie O'Neill.

USA English-100 1991 MA a s v Y

2022-08-31 2330 Drama Diva

Jules (Frederic Andrei), a young postal worker, becomes entranced with the voice of 

American diva Cynthia Hawkins (Wilhelmenia Fernandez). She doesn't believe in being 

recorded, but Jules secretly records her singing on a tape. His recording gets mixed up 

with another tape that incriminates a police chief, who is working with the mob. Jules 

quickly becomes the target of both the police and mob gangsters.

FRANCE French-100 1981 RPT M s v Y

2022-08-31 2540 Biography Gainsbourg

Eric Elmosnino delivers a memorable performance as French musician Serge Gainsbourg 

in this inspiring biopic by debut director Joann Sfar. The film follows Gainsbourg through 

the Second World War, as he develops into a rising young star and unlikely womaniser 

who charms Brigitte Bardot and weds Jane Birkin. Winner of three César Awards in 2011, 

including Best Actor and Best First Film.

FRANCE

Russian-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

French-33.33

2010 RPT M a l n s Y

2022-08-31 2755 Drama Sollers Point

Newly released from prison, 24-year-old Keith is serving a period of house arrest at the 

Baltimore home of his father. As Keith struggles to pick up pieces from his old life, 

threats to his stability - ghosts from his past; gang members who want to claim him; and 

his own inner demons - are proving hard to avoid. Directed by Matthew Porterfield and 

stars McCauL Lombardi, Jim Belushi and Tom Guiry.

FRANCE English-100 2017 RPT M a d l s v 

2022-09-01 0550 Drama Zindagi Milegi Na Dobara

Friends Kabir, Imraan and Arjun take a vacation in Spain before Kabir's marriage. The trip 

turns into an opportunity to mend fences, heal wounds, fall in love with life and combat 

their worst fears. Stars Hrithik Roshan, Farhan Akhtar and Abhay Deol.

INDIA
Hindi-50; English-

48; Spanish-2
2011 RPT PG a l s v Y

2022-09-01 0835 Romance Dancing At Lughnasa

Kate Mundy (Meryl Streep) is the eldest of five sisters living together in a small house in 

Ireland in 1936. The only one with a steady job, Kate oversees the various conflicting 

personalities. Though none of the women is married, Christina (Catherine McCormack) 

has a young son named Michael. The household works well in its fashion, but after the 

sisters' senile brother, Jack (Michael Gambon), shows up, and then Michael's father, 

Gerry (Rhys Ifans), things are unlikely to stay the same.

IRELAND English-100 1998 RPT PG a Y Y

2022-09-01 1020 Science Fiction Dark City

John Murdoch awakens in a hotel room with no memory of the past and learns that he is 

wanted for a series of murders. While seeking answers, he discovers a group of aliens 

called the Strangers who are controlling the city. Directed by Alex Proyas and stars Rufus 

Sewell, Kiefer Sutherland and Jennifer Connelly.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1998 RPT M a v Y

2022-09-01 1215 Drama Sollers Point

Newly released from prison, 24-year-old Keith is serving a period of house arrest at the 

Baltimore home of his father. As Keith struggles to pick up pieces from his old life, 

threats to his stability - ghosts from his past; gang members who want to claim him; and 

his own inner demons - are proving hard to avoid. Directed by Matthew Porterfield and 

stars McCauL Lombardi, Jim Belushi and Tom Guiry.

FRANCE English-100 2017 RPT M a d l s v 

2022-09-01 1410 Animation Monkey King: The Hero

The all-powerful Monkey King once roamed freely between Heaven and Earth, but after 

angering the Gods, he was imprisoned in an ice cage deep within the mountains. 500 

years later, the Monkey King is released from his curse by a young monk and now must 

save the monk's village from an evil band of mountain trolls.

CHINA English-100 2016 RPT PG v 

2022-09-01 1545 Animation Watership Down

The timeless animated classic based on the best-selling novel by Richard Adams. Nestled 

among the peaceful meadows of country England lives an idyllic community of rabbits. 

But their lives are changed forever when they learn that their warren will be destroyed. A 

small group, led by Hazel and Fiver, escapes into the unknown countryside in search of a 

new home.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1978 RPT PG Y



2022-09-01 1725 Drama Me And Orson Welles

After a chance encounter, theatre-loving teenager Richard Samuels (Zac Efron) gets the 

opportunity of a lifetime when famed director Orson Welles (Christian McKay) gives him 

a small role in his 1937 production of 'Julius Caesar'. Unexpectedly thrust into the heady 

world of the stage, Richard finds himself surrounded by ambition, clashing egos and 

sheer brilliance.

USA English-100 2016 RPT PG l s Y

2022-09-01 1930 Comedy About Last Night
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

This romantic comedy-drama stars Rob Lowe and Demi Moore as Chicago yuppies who 

try to enter a committed relationship for the first time, despite their personal problems 

and the interference of their disapproving friends. Directed by Edward Zwick and also 

stars Jim Belushi and Elizabeth Perkins.

USA English-100 1986

2022-09-01 2135 Thriller Killer Joe Neo-Noirs

Finding himself in considerable debt to a loan shark, 22-year-old Chris determines the 

only solution is to murder his mother to collect the $50,000 insurance money. He decides 

to hire Joe Cooper, a creepy Dallas cop who moonlights as a contract killer. Directed by 

William Friedkin and stars Matthew McConaughey, Emile Hirsch and Juno Temple.

USA English-100 2011 RPT MA a l n s v Y

2022-09-01 2325 Mystery / Crime Calm With Horses

Douglas 'Arm' Armstrong has become the feared enforcer for the drug-dealing Devers 

family, whilst also trying to be a good father. Torn between these two families, Arm's 

loyalties are tested when he is asked to kill for the first time. Stars Cosmo Jarvis, Barry 

Keoghan and Liam Carney.

IRELAND English-100 2019 RPT MA a d l v 

2022-09-01 2520 Action Adventure
Monk Comes Down The 

Mountain

A Taoist monk leaves his impoverished monastery and ventures out into the real world 

for the first time in his life. He ends up in an adventure with a kung-fu master who is 

guarding a special artifact. Directed by Kaige Chen and stars Baoqiang, Xuejian and Wei 

Fan.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2015 RPT M a s v Y

2022-09-01 2725 Drama Diva

Jules (Frederic Andrei), a young postal worker, becomes entranced with the voice of 

American diva Cynthia Hawkins (Wilhelmenia Fernandez). She doesn't believe in being 

recorded, but Jules secretly records her singing on a tape. His recording gets mixed up 

with another tape that incriminates a police chief, who is working with the mob. Jules 

quickly becomes the target of both the police and mob gangsters.

FRANCE French-100 1981 RPT M s v Y

2022-09-02 0535 Animation Watership Down

The timeless animated classic based on the best-selling novel by Richard Adams. Nestled 

among the peaceful meadows of country England lives an idyllic community of rabbits. 

But their lives are changed forever when they learn that their warren will be destroyed. A 

small group, led by Hazel and Fiver, escapes into the unknown countryside in search of a 

new home.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1978 RPT PG Y h

2022-09-02 0715 Drama Me And Orson Welles

After a chance encounter, theatre-loving teenager Richard Samuels (Zac Efron) gets the 

opportunity of a lifetime when famed director Orson Welles (Christian McKay) gives him 

a small role in his 1937 production of 'Julius Caesar'. Unexpectedly thrust into the heady 

world of the stage, Richard finds himself surrounded by ambition, clashing egos and 

sheer brilliance.

USA English-100 2016 RPT PG l s Y

2022-09-02 0920 Drama Between Worlds

25-year-old Oliel lies severely injured and unconscious in hospital after a terror attack in 

Jerusalem. A young woman, apparently there to attend to her dying father, bonds with 

Oliel's mother, Bina. Two women, both hiding a secret, while waiting and hoping will 

learn about truth, faith, understanding and acceptance. Stars Maria Zreik and Maya 

Gasner.

ISRAEL Hebrew-100 2016 RPT PG a Y

2022-09-02 1055 Drama Diva

Jules (Frederic Andrei), a young postal worker, becomes entranced with the voice of 

American diva Cynthia Hawkins (Wilhelmenia Fernandez). She doesn't believe in being 

recorded, but Jules secretly records her singing on a tape. His recording gets mixed up 

with another tape that incriminates a police chief, who is working with the mob. Jules 

quickly becomes the target of both the police and mob gangsters.

FRANCE French-100 1981 RPT M s v Y

2022-09-02 1305 Romance Dancing At Lughnasa

Kate Mundy (Meryl Streep) is the eldest of five sisters living together in a small house in 

Ireland in 1936. The only one with a steady job, Kate oversees the various conflicting 

personalities. Though none of the women is married, Christina (Catherine McCormack) 

has a young son named Michael. The household works well in its fashion, but after the 

sisters' senile brother, Jack (Michael Gambon), shows up, and then Michael's father, 

Gerry (Rhys Ifans), things are unlikely to stay the same.

IRELAND English-100 1998 RPT PG a Y Y

2022-09-02 1450 Drama Zindagi Milegi Na Dobara

Friends Kabir, Imraan and Arjun take a vacation in Spain before Kabir's marriage. The trip 

turns into an opportunity to mend fences, heal wounds, fall in love with life and combat 

their worst fears. Stars Hrithik Roshan, Farhan Akhtar and Abhay Deol.

INDIA
Hindi-50; English-

48; Spanish-2
2011 RPT PG a l s v Y

2022-09-02 1735 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix: 

Mission Cleopatra

When Julius Caesar challenges Cleopatra to build a sumptuous palace in record time, 

Edifis the Architect is driven to desperate measures to get the job done (or risk being 

thrown to the crocodiles). With the help of his friends Asterix, Obelix and a magic potion 

from the Druid Miraculix, he must win the challenge against all odds.

FRANCE French-100 2002 RPT PG Y

2022-09-02 1930
Romantic 

Comedy
Man Of The Year

SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Tom Dobbs (Robin Williams), a comedian who hosts a news satire program, decides to 

run for President of the US - and wins. But soon after moving into the White House, it is 

revealed a computer glitch mistakenly awarded him the presidency. Tom is left with a 

tough choice, stay the course or head back behind the microphone. Directed by Barry 

Levinson and also stars Laura Linney and Lewis Black.

USA English-100 2006 M a l Y



2022-09-02 2135 Drama The Ghost Writer Neo-Noirs

A ghostwriter is hired to work on the memoirs of former British prime minister Adam 

Lang. When Lang gets embroiled in a huge scandal, the writer uncovers secrets that put 

his own life in jeopardy. Directed by Roman Polanski and stars Ewan McGregor, Pierce 

Brosnan and Olivia Williams.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 MA l Y

2022-09-02 2355 Action Adventure Near Dark

Country boy Caleb (Adrian Pasdar) meets gorgeous Mae (Jenny Wright) at a bar, and the 

two have an immediate attraction. But when Mae turns out to be a vampire and bites 

Caleb on the neck, their relationship gets complicated. Wracked with a craving for human 

blood, Caleb is forced to leave his family and ride with Mae and her gang of vampires, 

including the evil Severen (Bill Paxton).

USA English-100 1987 RPT MA a v Y

2022-09-02 2545 Thriller Killer Joe

Finding himself in considerable debt to a loan shark, 22-year-old Chris determines the 

only solution is to murder his mother to collect the $50,000 insurance money. He decides 

to hire Joe Cooper, a creepy Dallas cop who moonlights as a contract killer. Directed by 

William Friedkin and stars Matthew McConaughey, Emile Hirsch and Juno Temple.

USA English-100 2011 RPT MA a l n s v Y

2022-09-02 2735 Drama Higher Ground

Vera Farmiga's directorial debut depicts the landscape of a small evangelical Christian 

community thrown off-kilter when one of their own, Corrine (Vera Farmiga), begins to 

question her faith. Inspired by screenwriter Carolyn Briggs' memoir, This Dark World, the 

film tells the story of a thoughtful woman's struggles with belief, love, and trust - in 

human relationships as well as in God. Also stars Joshua Leonard and Dagmara 

Dominczyk.

USA English-100 2011 RPT M a d l s v Y

2022-09-03 0540 Drama Mary Shelley

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world Frankenstein. But the 

real life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her immortal monster - is nearly as 

fantastical as her fiction. Directed by Haifaa Al-Mansour and stars Elle Fanning, Douglas 

Booth and Maisie Williams.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-09-03 0755
Romantic 

Comedy
Ex Files 3

Meng Yun and Yu Fei break up with their girlfriends and indulge themselves in partying, 

clubbing, and fun to celebrate being bachelors again. However, as their 'ex-girlfriends' 

come back into their lives, their 'golden single period' turns into a hilarious and 

troublesome adventure! Stars Ryan Zheng and Geng Han,

CHINA Mandarin-100 2017 RPT PG Y

2022-09-03 1005 Comedy About Last Night

This romantic comedy-drama stars Rob Lowe and Demi Moore as Chicago yuppies who 

try to enter a committed relationship for the first time, despite their personal problems 

and the interference of their disapproving friends. Directed by Edward Zwick and also 

stars Jim Belushi and Elizabeth Perkins.

USA English-100 1986 RPT

2022-09-03 1210 Biography Skin

A powerful drama based on the true story of Sandra Laing, a black woman who - due to a 

rare genetic irregularity - was born to white Afrikaner parents in 1950s South Africa and 

ostracised from white society as a result of the apartheid regime. Stars Sophie Okonedo, 

Alice Krige and Sam Neill.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2008 RPT M a v Y Y

2022-09-03 1410 Drama Me And Orson Welles

After a chance encounter, theatre-loving teenager Richard Samuels (Zac Efron) gets the 

opportunity of a lifetime when famed director Orson Welles (Christian McKay) gives him 

a small role in his 1937 production of 'Julius Caesar'. Unexpectedly thrust into the heady 

world of the stage, Richard finds himself surrounded by ambition, clashing egos and 

sheer brilliance.

USA English-100 2016 RPT PG l s Y

2022-09-03 1615 Drama Between Worlds

25-year-old Oliel lies severely injured and unconscious in hospital after a terror attack in 

Jerusalem. A young woman, apparently there to attend to her dying father, bonds with 

Oliel's mother, Bina. Two women, both hiding a secret, while waiting and hoping will 

learn about truth, faith, understanding and acceptance. Stars Maria Zreik and Maya 

Gasner.

ISRAEL Hebrew-100 2016 RPT PG a Y

2022-09-03 1750 Drama Thirteen Days

In October 1962, President John F. Kennedy learns about the Soviet Union's plan of 

placing nuclear weapons in Cuba. These weapons could wipe out most of the eastern and 

southern United States in minutes if they become operational. Kennedy and his advisors 

must come up with a plan of action against the Soviets. Directed by Roger Donaldson and 

stars Kevin Costner, Bruce Greenwood and Lucinda Jenney.

USA English-100 2000 RPT PG a l Y

2022-09-03 2030 Thriller The Game
Focus On: David 

Fincher

Academy Award winner Michael Douglas stars as a man who receives an unusual 

birthday present: he's chosen to participate in a live-action game that penetrates all 

aspects of his life. But when it begins to go out of control - can he escape? Directed by 

David Fincher and also stars Sean Penn and Deborah Kara Unger.

USA English-100 1997 RPT MA a Y Y

2022-09-03 2250 Drama The Chambermaid Lynn Close Encounters

In this coming out story with a difference, Lynn - a painfully shy hotel maid with an 

obsessive-compulsive disorder - voyeuristically watches a guest's encounter with a 

dominatrix, then decides to hire the call girl to help her shed her own inhibitions. 

Directed by Ingo Haeb and stars Vicky Krieps, Lena Lauzemis and Steffen Münster.

GERMANY German-100 2015 MA n s Y

2022-09-03 2430 Horror Cordelia
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Cordelia (Antonia Campbell-Hughes) is a troubled young woman living with the ongoing 

effects of trauma. She comes to stay in a London mansion flat occupied by her twin sister 

and her boyfriend. When they go out of town, Cordelia strikes up a friendship with Frank 

(Johnny Flynn), the charming but strange young man who lives upstairs - a relationship 

which quickly becomes very disturbing.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2019

2022-09-03 2610 Drama The Ghost Writer

A ghostwriter is hired to work on the memoirs of former British prime minister Adam 

Lang. When Lang gets embroiled in a huge scandal, the writer uncovers secrets that put 

his own life in jeopardy. Directed by Roman Polanski and stars Ewan McGregor, Pierce 

Brosnan and Olivia Williams.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT MA l Y



2022-09-03 2830 Drama Between Worlds

25-year-old Oliel lies severely injured and unconscious in hospital after a terror attack in 

Jerusalem. A young woman, apparently there to attend to her dying father, bonds with 

Oliel's mother, Bina. Two women, both hiding a secret, while waiting and hoping will 

learn about truth, faith, understanding and acceptance. Stars Maria Zreik and Maya 

Gasner.

ISRAEL Hebrew-100 2016 RPT PG a Y


